Team Meeting - Week # 25
Date: 07/01/2020
Time: 9:00pm to 10:00 pm

PROTOCOL - Meeting only by Agenda

Officers Team (3 out of 5 Officers)
- Jai
- ✓ Swamy
- Padma
- Ram
- Pavithra

EC Team (5 out of 10 EC)
- Arun
- Mohan
- Raj
- Prabhu
- Vinodh
- Poongodi
- Krithika
- Mahendran
- Shawn
- ✓ Shanker

1. Tech team update - Ram
   - Sales force demo done yesterday
   - Testing to be done this week
   - Event information to added
   - CIVICRM data to be added
   - IRS follow up by Shawn
   - 214 subscribers in YouTube
   - To add all program to youtube live
   - 4000 hours goal
   - Shawn - Financial interview live
   - Tamil immigration content
2. Thamizhe Amudhe update - Jai
   ● Bava Cheladurai - next week speaker
   ● Flyers & Promo in process
   ● The week after is kids program for summer vacation
   ● Mohan & Rajkumar are training the speakers
   ● Interested Kids can send email and will be picked

3. Education- update
   ● Event went well
   ● Retrospective was done yesterday
   ● Will document and share
   ● Feedback -
     Kids had good pronunciation
     Well executed

4. Thirukural Neram- update -Mohan
   ● Program went well
   ● 2000 views in Facebook
   ● More kids are reserving and are sending
   ● Posted, received 300 Thirukural
   ● Feedback-
     Poongodi - LTS did not have an introduction from the school
     Mohan - but school were divided amongst the team to give chance for everyone in the team, team will reach out to the parent and talk
     Krithika - Program was amazing, great platform
     Shawn - Speaker and kids were amazing
     Kural to be combined according to Adhigaram
     Vinodh - Program was good
     Ram - Amazing ownership, should cross 500+
     Prabhu - Non EC members are so involved, Raj & Arun amazing video editing
     Arun - Perfect team work
     Mahendran- Perfectly shared the stage & shared the trophy to the team, more volunteers added to the team

5. Kadhai ketkalam Vanga - Adhoc Committee - update
   ● 29 videos has come 19 video has been released
   ● 1 year Ad Hoc Committee

Prathiba will lead
Poongodi will be Liaison - Newsletter content, update to team
Jerlyn will help Prathiba
Padma Back up
Raj - Video editing
Mahendran- Tech lead

Passed

6. Inisai Neram- Prabhu
• Imman for this week
• Next week kids program
• Video editing - Prabhu & Anbu
• Gats email to be created

7. Media Committee - Pavitra
• Please send all updates by Thursday
• Congratulations to Thirukural neram & Education Team for the events.
• Go green - Content to be shared
• Email ID to be created

8. FETNA -
• Needs GATS events slides- 12 slides prepared
• To Ezhizhan to provide proper content newsletter officially

9. Charity - Vinodh
• new organization to be added
• Ram to transfer funds to Pudhiyor
• Home of Hope- Jaymaran has donated
• Suganya shares the menu and the organization will pick
• Right now Sanitary products
• Youth can drive information to be added to the newsletter.
• High tower Baptist church needs Sanitary pads
• Music troop from Chennai needs help- Jai has collected information - Gopal runs the music troop.
• Pavitra - Can we plan an event

President
• 24 approx live zoom session all together
• Dedicated volunteers
• More programs to come
• Very well done Krithika well organized program
• Thirukural Neram- well organized
• Girish Modis funds returned - Extremely Happy
• Charity amazing efforts - amazing to see the next generation be active.